SAFE CARGO HANDLING ENSURES SAFE AND EFFICIENT AIR OPERATION

**DO**
- Use pallets for stacking of items
- Secure sharp edges
- Ensure batteries are disconnected
- Use professional equipment and a ramp to handle heavy drums/barrels

**DON’T**
- Risk damage by placing boxes in a disorderly manner
- Transport sharp objects unsecured
- Transport connected batteries
- Use damaged drums which are prone to leaking
SAFE CARGO HANDLING ENSURES
SAFE AND EFFICIENT AIR OPERATION

**DO**

- Ensure all cargo is dry before loading
- Handle bagged cargo with extra care
- Be aware that spillage can damage aircraft and compromise safety
- Ensure correct marking to protect cargo, assets and people.

**DON'T**

- Load cargo soaked in water
- Handle bagged cargo carelessly resulting in damage and clean up
- Load cargo if leaking
- Load incorrectly labelled or packaged cargo